Stabilitrak fuse location

StabiliTrak is one of the most innovative and important safety features on a GM vehicle.
StabiliTrak is designed to help prevent accidents by giving you better control of your Equinox. If
you have a service StabiliTrak warning, your Equinox will no longer be assisted when a loss in
lateral traction is detected. StabiliTrak is a GM specific vehicle stability system. It works by
using a complex system of sensors to detect whether or not the vehicle is properly responding
to your input in emergency situations. It uses this data to apply a specific brake or reduce the
engine power to correct the slide and get your Equinox pointed back in the right direction. Loss
of StabiliTrak is not really going to be noticed during normal driving. It is really only gets use in
an emergency situation. Although it may be tempting to ignore the service StabiliTrak warning,
it can really be dangerous not having it when you need it. There are many things that can cause
the StabiliTrak system to lose its ability to function. It is a complex system. There are many
other issues that can cause the StabiliTrak system to stop working. Gm recommends that you
power down the vehicle for 15 seconds to give the StabiliTrak time to reboot. If it works after
firing your Equinox back up, great! If not, it may be time to have it serviced. Thank you. Unlike
StabiliTrak, which controls lateral issues sliding , traction control keeps the wheels from
unnecessary spinning. This helps avoid lateral acceleration altogether. Resetting StabiliTrak
Gm recommends that you power down the vehicle for 15 seconds to give the StabiliTrak time to
reboot. TransAm77 answered 6 years ago. Are you sure its stabiltrak or just the traction control
light. If I'm not mistaken just the full sized GM trucks have stabiltrak. Anywho, the light is on
because something is wrong with the traction control. Stop into a local Autozone they can scan
it for free and tell you why the lights are on. I'm going to say its either a bad wheel bearing the
bearing is where the abs and traction control sensors are located or the wires from the bearing
to the body are broken or rubbed through. David answered 6 years ago. We have an 07 with the
same thing. Been happening since we drove it off the lot new. Dealership never figured it out
and there are no codes that get posted to the computer. After we shut off and restart the car it
goes away and all is fine again. Seems like a software glitch. David you should have got the
Chevy dealer to fix it while it was still under warranty. I would have dropped it off every time the
light came on til it was fixed. You paid good hard earned money for it and it shouldn't have a
warning light on new. As far as it being stabilitrak, I've said it before I learn something new
about vehicles almost every day. Paul answered 5 years ago. I have Pontiac Torrent which
shares many of the components of the Equinox. Both the "service stabilitrak" and "traction
control" notices have been appearing for about one month now. At that first appearance An
independent mechanic said no codes appeared and he reset but they were back on same day. In
this one month period i put miles on the car and about half were hywy. Over the last 3 days my
rt front wheel bearing went bad. In hindsight I did begin to here a humming etc about 3 weeks
ago. The sensors must be very sensitive. Dyawn answered 3 years ago. Guru85ZD answered 3
years ago. Guru9YG7D answered 3 years ago. I have a 07 Suburban with service stabili trak so
what dose tis mean? What is the fix? Jimmy answered 3 years ago. Guru9MN5Y answered 3
years ago. I replaced my spark plugs and it cleared everything. Driving smoothly again
GuruD48HG answered 3 years ago. I have a equinox had check engine light stabilitrak and
traction control on changed the eye valve and tube witch fixed the traction control light stability
control stayed on had an alignment done 3 weeks ago and since then the stabilitrak light has
not come back on the check engine light on but I figured out it needs a output speed sensor.
GuruD6V16 answered 3 years ago. Hello have a lt exuinox and the traction control and stability
bar light keeps coming On if you get any average speed from 30on up miles per hour The hole
rear end feels like it's sliding around very scary. I would have that check the rear end doing that
sounds like a bad control arm theres 3 or 4 control arms on the rear of those any one of theme
can make the rear sway jave it xhecked before it leaves you stranded. GuruZ5XLF answered 3
years ago. Guru5ZR86 answered 3 years ago. I have a Chevy Equinox. My light is back on???
I'm very dissatisfied with this car. Nothing but problems since I bought it Upside down, mileage
Thanks Chevrolet, anything for a profit. Mspyw hotmail. Mary answered 3 years ago. I have an
09 equinox and the Stabilitrak light kept coming come and after restarting it, it would go off.
This past week I was turning, the light came on again, and at the same time I lost control of my
power steering. I almost hit another car waiting to turn my direction. My mechanic said he ran
all the codes and it came back with something about the electric steering not communication
with the rest of the vehicle. He couldn't figure out what it was so he rest everything. He took it
for a test drive and it was running fine. Any ideas as to what's going on? David answered 3
years ago. U it's lost communications with the power steering module. The power steering on
those equinoxes it's electric assist which could be why you can't turn the wheel. Not sure if that
could cause stabilitrak issues but I would imagine it could. Guru5B64P answered 3 years ago.
GuruD6V16 Your problem sounds like wheel hub assembly. I had the exact same things
happening with my Camaro. Under the drivers front carpet are a whack of wires enclosed in a

white plastic case. Open the white plastic case my clips broke find the dark green wire, mine
was loosely connected with the two other dark green wires. Resolder together. This fixed my
Equinox. Wilfredo answered 2 years ago. I have a Chevy equinox replace the abs module with a
use one does it need to be programmed. Mary answered 2 years ago. When u had my
stabilitrack module replaced my engine light came on and the steering locked up again. Come
to find out, there are 2 screws under the hood by the battery that holds down an 80amp fuse
that were lose. They were barely on so not making too much connection. This fixed my problem.
Ron answered 2 years ago. My Equinox was getting service stablitrak and service power
steering. Dealer found a connector on a harness in the read that was corroded with one wire
broken. They will be replacing it next week. More to follow. GuruVC8Y5 answered 2 years ago.
Just in case it's helpful to anyone else, my Service Stabilitrack, ABS and traction control lights
all came on just because I didn't properly close the gas cap after filling up the tank. Meaning, I
closed it until I heard two clicks, rather than just the one click as stated on the gas cap. I had
heard over the years that Chevy vehicles were sensitive to proper seating of the gas cap, but it
took me a while to put that knowledge to good use! I unscrewed the cap, screwed it back on,
and as soon as I cranked my car and put it in drive the error lights disappeared! GuruX5V15
answered 2 years ago. I have a Avalanche and the stabilitrak light is on and I am getting a check
engine light with p code. I have replaced everything that could be replaced but the lifter. I am
running liquid moly to try and get it loose. Not one thing has changed. I going to buy a range
disabler to disable the AMF system and see if that will work. GuruXYSK3 answered 2 years ago.
GuruBQNL6 answered 2 years ago. Equinox Stabilitrack warning light on--Very icey and
slippery this morning, difficulty maneuvering on driveway. Wheels spinning on very wet, slick
ice. Stabilitrack service light came on along with TCS indicator. Was still on when I went back
an hour or so later and moved car back into parking space. Is something likely wrong? Cooper
answered 2 years ago. Jesus answered 2 years ago. The same thing happened to me! I
managed to drive it like that for a couple days while I researched what the problem might be. I
finally gave up after numerous hours researching. I gave up and tried trouble shooting myself!
So first thing i did was get it scanned a C code came up and i checked the fuse and it was fine.
Since that wasn't the problem; with the car off I removed the cover for the electronic power
steering motor and wiggled the wiring and made sure all the connector were probably seated
and clicked. I turned the car on and it started working! The power steering was back! Saved me
couple hundred of dollars of diagnostic and numerous headaches! It's worth the try!
GuruL97CP answered about a year ago. I started the engine it was making an ugly noise and
then the Service Stabitrak light came on. I never had it gear at all!. Shut it off! How Annoying!
GuruLQJ17 answered about a year ago. GutuL97CP my check equinox just started the same
thing today. How did you fix it? Falldowngoboom answered about a year ago. Located on the
top of the motor a few bolts holding it in. Guru94MF25 answered 4 months ago. GuruZ5XLF
answered 4 months ago. Toyotaman81 answered about a month ago. My Equinox LT AWD, The
check stablitrack is always on, as well as the AWD is not working so only has front wheel drive
now, and check engine light has came on, now its starting to stall in gear at low rpm. I heard it
might be the wheel bearing one of them and the wire that connects to the harness above. I have
a Chevy Equinox with 70k miles. The stabilitrack service light has come on. Can anyone tell me
What needs to be serviced and how much does it cost? Thank you. So a few days ago my ABS
light came on as I started my car. Then as I went to drive I would hit my brakes and It feels like
something is hitting my brake petal, then after a few seconds of that my Sometimes when brake
pedal is depressed the ABS systems tries to engage The light sometimes comes on after this
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check traction service as well. I need to know how to fix it and if it is serious. Hey there. These
messages are there to tell you that the main computer has detected an issue with the systems.
The warning lights are very general. They can mean the system is malfunctioning, the system
has been turned off, or the system is receiving a bad signal. Due to your traction service light
being on as well, there is likely an issue with the system. You are absolutely fine to drive the
vehicle. Just know these devices to help control the vehicle in a sliding situation are off, and
you will need to drive accordingly if in certain conditions. The best option is to have a
technician look at the system. You may want to attempt to have the vehicle scanned for

diagnostic troubleshooting codes. They may give you a better idea of what exactly has failed in
the system if you are wanting to perform the repairs at home. The common issues with these
systems are a reading from an input sensor, a faulty controller, or a bad connection. All are
relatively easy to repair, but may take some time to diagnose. To pinpoint the problem, a
certified professional from YourMechanic can assist with a diagnosis of the traction control
system so that this can be correctly addressed. Q: "Service Stabilitrak" has come up on my
dash and I do not know what it means? I need to know how to fix it and if it is serious My car
has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Jessica Howe Automotive Mechanic. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are
asking What does it mean when my Chevy captivia will not turn over and when I was driving it it
cut off and said engine reduced The knocking noise is usually an indication of an internal failure
of some kind. This may be related to many different things, however the reduced engine power
mode usually indicates that the computer has detected something wrong and is attempting
Read more. The car is misfiring. Hi, thanks for writing in. There are many things that could
cause a misfire, such as faulty spark plugs, a bad coil pack, bad injectors, a faulty crank
position sensor or something else. I would recommend having an expert from The transmission
seems to go into neutral when I stop ,then I turn off the car then restart and I can go again until I
stop Hi there. If it starts working fine once you restart the car, then chances are it is not the
transmission failing. Most of the time, this is caused by a valve sticking in the valve body. They
tend to get Which diesel is most superior? The 6. If find that there are more maintenance when it
comes to the V-configured engines to the straight six engines. I have I have a "suspension
fault" light that appear on my Range Rover sport supercharged. It goes away after I cut the truck
off. The air suspension system is comprised of air struts front and rear. The air pump is located
beneath the carpeting in the cargo area. The system relies on height sensors at each strut to
signal the electronic control unit for How do I turn on the front passenger air bags? The front
passeng
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er air bags will automatically turn on when an adult-sized person is detected in the passenger
seat. However, it Engine won't idle when cold - Chevrolet Silverado Hi there - given your repairs
already, I would suspect a fuel-related issue, specifically the engine coolant temperature sensor
for engine management, not the gauge. If a faulty temperature signal is sent to engine
management, the engine may not be The mechanic would determine if power is reaching the
wiper motor when the steering column mounted switch is in the "on" position. If there is power
to the motor, and yet no Car starts but won't drive forward or reverse what should I do? Even if
only a quart low, or dirty enough to cause transmission valves to stick - it could exhibit Related
articles. It can perform light off-roading tasks while still being able to tow a good amount of
weight. It has excellent fuel economy and drives just like the Mercedes-Benz M-Class Browse
other content. Traction Control Light is on Inspection.

